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TextGenerator(SocialAttributes)  →  Text

Language for social measurement
P(SocAttr  |  Text, TextGen)

Society (SocialAttributes) Writing (TextGenerator) Text Data  (Text)
Data

generation
process

Inferences 
from text

2. Infer: social determinants of language use
e.g. bias, influence...

P(Generator | Text, SocialAttributes)

1. Infer: attributes of society (language for measurement)
e.g. opinion, communities, events...
P(SocialAttributes | Text, Generator)
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Public opinion

[O’Connor et al., ICWSM 2010]

Model assumptions
Social media usage

Language for social measurement
P(SocAttr  |  Text, TextGen)
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TextGenerator(SocialAttributes)  →  Text

Society (SocialAttributes) Writing (TextGenerator) Text Data  (Text)
Data

generation
process

Inferences 
from text

2. Infer: social determinants of language use
e.g. bias, influence...

P(Generator | Text, SocialAttributes)

1. Infer: attributes of society (language for measurement)
e.g. opinion, communities, events...
P(SocialAttributes | Text, Generator)

Real-world
political events

[O’Connor, Stewart, Smith ACL 2013]
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Israeli−Palestinian Diplomacy

A B C D E F

1994 1997 2000 2002 2005 2007

C: U.S. Calls for West Bank 
Withdrawal
D: Deadlines for Wye River Peace 
Accord
E: Negotiations in Mecca
F: Annapolis Conference

A: Israel-Jordan Peace 
Treaty
B: Hebron Protocol

Model assumptions
News media process

Language for social measurement
P(SocAttr  |  Text, TextGen)

[meet with,  sign with,  praise,  say with,  arrive 
in,  host,  tell,  welcome,  join,  thank,  meet,  
travel to,  criticize,  leave,  take to,  begin to,  
begin with,  summon,  reach with,  hold with...]
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TextGenerator(SocialAttributes)  →  Text

Society (SocialAttributes) Writing (TextGenerator) Text Data  (Text)
Data

generation
process

Inferences 
from text

2. Infer: social determinants of language use
e.g. bias, influence...

P(Generator | Text, SocialAttributes)

1. Infer: attributes of society (language for measurement)
e.g. opinion, communities, events...
P(SocialAttributes | Text, Generator)

What to analyze:

Social phenomena in social media 
datasets

• Political speech under 
Chinese censorship

• Events in international 
relations

• Social factors in language use

How to analyze:

NLP capabilities we need to do 
these better

• Part of speech tagging

• Entity extraction

• Syntactic, semantic parsing

What social bias exists in NLP models?
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Linguistic/speech act diversity on Twitter
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A partial taxonomy of Twitter messages

Celebrity self-promotion

Links to blog and web 
content

Official announcements

Business advertising

Status messages

Group conversation

Personal conversation

[Slide credit: Jacob Eisenstein]
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Kids these days

9[Eisenstein, O’Connor, Smith, Xing, PLOS ONE 2014]

ci,r,t count of individuals who use word i in region r at time t
sr,t count of individuals who post messages in region r at time t

⇤i,r,t estimated probability of using word i in region r at time t
⌅i overall log-frequency of word i
⌃r,t general activation of region r at time t
⇥i,⇤,t global activation of word i at time t
⇥i,r,t activation of word i at time t in region r
⌘i,t vertical concatenation of each ⇥i,r,t and ⇥i,⇤,t, a vector of size R+ 1
⇧(·) the logistic function, ⇧(x) = ex/(1 + ex)

A autoregressive coefficients (size R⇥R)
� variance of the autoregressive process (size R⇥R)

�i,r,t parameter of the Taylor approximation to the logistic binomial likelihood
mi,r,t Gaussian pseudo-emission in the Kalman smoother
�2

i,r,t emission variance in the Kalman smoother

⌥(k)
i,r,t weight of particle k in the forward pass of the sequential Monte Carlo algorithm

Table 1: Summary of mathematical notation. The index i indicates words, r indicates regions (MSAs), and t
indicates time (weeks).

ignored. This yields the linear model:

�i,t � Normal(A�i,t�1,�) ci,r,t � Binomial(sr,t,⇤(⇥i + ⌅r,t + �i,⇤,t + �i,r,t)) (1)

where the region-to-region coefficients A govern lexical diffusion for all words. We rewrite the sum
�i,⇤,t + �i,r,t as a vector product hr�i,t, where �i,t is the vertical concatenation of each �i,r,t and
�i,⇤,t, and hr is a row indicator vector that picks out the elements �i,r,t and �i,⇤,t.

Our ultimate goal is to estimate confidence intervals around the cross-regional autoregression coef-
ficients A, which are computed as a function of the regional-temporal word activations �i,r,t. We
take a Monte Carlo approach, computing samples for the trajectories �i,r, and then computing point
estimates of A for each sample, aggregating over all words i. Bayesian confidence intervals can then
be computed from these point estimates, regardless of the form of the estimator used to compute A.
We now discuss these steps in more detail.

4.1 Sequential Monte Carlo estimation of word activations

To obtain smoothed estimates of �, we apply a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) smoothing algorithm
known as Forward Filtering Backward Sampling (FFBS) [30]. The algorithm appends a backward
pass to any SMC filter that produces a set of particles and weights {�(k)i,r,t,⇧

(k)
i,r,t}1kK . Our forward

pass is a standard bootstrap filter [31]: by setting the proposal distribution q(�i,r,t|�i,r,t�1) equal
to the transition distribution P (�i,r,t|�i,t�1;A,�), the forward particle weights are equal to the
recursive product of the emission likelihoods,

⇧(k)
i,r,t = ⇧(k)

i,r,t�1Binomial(ci,r,t; sr,t,⇤(⇥i + ⌅r,t + hr�
(k)
i,t )). (2)

We experimented with more complex SMC algorithms, including resampling, annealing, and more
accurate proposal distributions, but none consistently achieved higher likelihood than the straight-
forward bootstrap filter.

FFBS converts the filtered estimates P (�i,r,t|ci,r,1:t, sr,1:t) to a smoothed estimate
P (�i,r,t|ci,r,1:T , sr,1:T ) by resampling the forward particles in a backward pass. In this pass,
at each time t, we select particle �(k)i,r,t with probability proportional to ⇧(k)

i,r,tP (�i,r,t+1|�i,r,t), which
is the filtering weight multiplied by the transition probability. When we reach t = 1, we have
obtained an unweighted draw from the distribution P (�i,r,1:T |ci,r,1:T , sr,1:T ;A,�, ⇥, ⌅). We can
use these draws to estimate the distribution of any arbitrary function of �i.

5

nw,r,t ⇠ Binom(Nr,t, �(⌫w + ⌧r,t + ⌘w,⇤,t + ⌘w,r,t)

Data:
Number of authors

with at least one post 
in region r at time t

Data:
Number of authors 
in region r at time t,

who use word w

Overall 
(log-odds) 

freq of 
word w

Random effect:
Number of authors

with at least one post in 
region r at time t

General 
activation of 
region r at 

time t

Random effect:
Specific word activation

to be explained by 
influence

⌘w,t ⇠ Normal(A⌘w,t�1, �)

Do diffusion patterns follow geographic and demographic similarity?
Geolocated Twitter + U.S. Census data
7 TB data, 200 regions, 2600 words, 165 timesteps = 85M parameters

weeks 1−50 weeks 51−100 weeks 101−150

af

ikr

ard
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TweetMotif: Exploratory Search and Topic Summarization for Twitter.
Brendan O'Connor, Michel Krieger, and David Ahn.
ICWSM 2010.

Part-of-speech tagging for Twitter: Annotation, Features, and Experiments.
Kevin Gimpel, Nathan Schneider, Brendan O'Connor, Dipanjan Das, Daniel Mills, Jacob Eisenstein, Michael Heilman, Dani 
Yogatama, Jeffrey Flanigan and Noah A. Smith.
ACL 2011.

Improved Part-of-Speech Tagging for Online Conversational Text with Word Clusters.
Olutobi Owoputi, Brendan O’Connor, Chris Dyer, Kevin Gimpel, Nathan Schneider and Noah A. Smith.
NAACL 2013.

TweetNLP:
Part-of-speech tagging and word clusters

for English-language Twitter
(available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/)

• OK, so socially embedded language exists

• Any implications for natural language processing?

Wednesday, December 14, 16
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NLP on social media’s own terms

• Is this “noisy text”?

• Any NLP system, starting with POS tagging, needs 
different models/resources than traditional written 
English

• Annotate ~2300 tweets

• Train word clusters on 56 million tweets, use as features

11

Improved Part-of-Speech Tagging for Online Conversational Text
with Word Clusters

Olutobi Owoputi⇤ Brendan O’Connor⇤ Chris Dyer⇤
Kevin Gimpel† Nathan Schneider⇤ Noah A. Smith⇤

⇤School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA
†Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA

Corresponding author: brenocon@cs.cmu.edu

Abstract

We consider the problem of part-of-speech
tagging for informal, online conversational
text. We systematically evaluate the use of
large-scale unsupervised word clustering
and new lexical features to improve tagging
accuracy. With these features, our system
achieves state-of-the-art tagging results on
both Twitter and IRC POS tagging tasks;
Twitter tagging is improved from 90% to 93%
accuracy (more than 3% absolute). Quali-
tative analysis of these word clusters yields
insights about NLP and linguistic phenomena
in this genre. Additionally, we contribute the
first POS annotation guidelines for such text
and release a new dataset of English language
tweets annotated using these guidelines.
Tagging software, annotation guidelines, and
large-scale word clusters are available at:
http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP
This paper describes release 0.3 of the “CMU
Twitter Part-of-Speech Tagger” and annotated
data.

[This paper is forthcoming in Proceedings of
NAACL 2013; Atlanta, GA, USA.]

1 Introduction

Online conversational text, typified by microblogs,
chat, and text messages,1 is a challenge for natu-
ral language processing. Unlike the highly edited
genres that conventional NLP tools have been de-
veloped for, conversational text contains many non-
standard lexical items and syntactic patterns. These
are the result of unintentional errors, dialectal varia-
tion, conversational ellipsis, topic diversity, and cre-
ative use of language and orthography (Eisenstein,
2013). An example is shown in Fig. 1. As a re-
sult of this widespread variation, standard model-

1Also referred to as computer-mediated communication.
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Figure 1: Automatically tagged tweet showing nonstan-
dard orthography, capitalization, and abbreviation. Ignor-
ing the interjections and abbreviations, it glosses as He
asked for your last name so he can add you on Facebook.
The tagset is defined in Appendix A. Refer to Fig. 2 for
word clusters corresponding to some of these words.

ing assumptions that depend on lexical, syntactic,
and orthographic regularity are inappropriate. There
is preliminary work on social media part-of-speech
(POS) tagging (Gimpel et al., 2011), named entity
recognition (Ritter et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011), and
parsing (Foster et al., 2011), but accuracy rates are
still significantly lower than traditional well-edited
genres like newswire. Even web text parsing, which
is a comparatively easier genre than social media,
lags behind newspaper text (Petrov and McDonald,
2012), as does speech transcript parsing (McClosky
et al., 2010).

To tackle the challenge of novel words and con-
structions, we create a new Twitter part-of-speech
tagger—building on previous work by Gimpel et
al. (2011)—that includes new large-scale distribu-
tional features. This leads to state-of-the-art results
in POS tagging for both Twitter and Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) text. We also annotated a new dataset of
tweets with POS tags, improved the annotations in
the previous dataset from Gimpel et al., and devel-
oped annotation guidelines for manual POS tagging
of tweets. We release all of these resources to the
research community:
• an open-source part-of-speech tagger for online

conversational text (§2);
• unsupervised Twitter word clusters (§3);
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Figure 1: Automatically tagged tweet showing nonstan-
dard orthography, capitalization, and abbreviation. Ignor-
ing the interjections and abbreviations, it glosses as He
asked for your last name so he can add you on Facebook.
The tagset is defined in Appendix A. Refer to Fig. 2 for
word clusters corresponding to some of these words.

ing assumptions that depend on lexical, syntactic,
and orthographic regularity are inappropriate. There
is preliminary work on social media part-of-speech
(POS) tagging (Gimpel et al., 2011), named entity
recognition (Ritter et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011), and
parsing (Foster et al., 2011), but accuracy rates are
still significantly lower than traditional well-edited
genres like newswire. Even web text parsing, which
is a comparatively easier genre than social media,
lags behind newspaper text (Petrov and McDonald,
2012), as does speech transcript parsing (McClosky
et al., 2010).

To tackle the challenge of novel words and con-
structions, we create a new Twitter part-of-speech
tagger—building on previous work by Gimpel et
al. (2011)—that includes new large-scale distribu-
tional features. This leads to state-of-the-art results
in POS tagging for both Twitter and Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) text. We also annotated a new dataset of
tweets with POS tags, improved the annotations in
the previous dataset from Gimpel et al., and devel-
oped annotation guidelines for manual POS tagging
of tweets. We release all of these resources to the
research community:
• an open-source part-of-speech tagger for online

conversational text (§2);
• unsupervised Twitter word clusters (§3);

Binary path Top words (by frequency)
A1 111010100010 lmao lmfao lmaoo lmaooo hahahahaha lool ctfu rofl loool lmfaoo lmfaooo lmaoooo lmbo lololol

A2 111010100011 haha hahaha hehe hahahaha hahah aha hehehe ahaha hah hahahah kk hahaa ahah
A3 111010100100 yes yep yup nope yess yesss yessss ofcourse yeap likewise yepp yesh yw yuup yus
A4 111010100101 yeah yea nah naw yeahh nooo yeh noo noooo yeaa ikr nvm yeahhh nahh nooooo
A5 11101011011100 smh jk #fail #random #fact smfh #smh #winning #realtalk smdh #dead #justsaying

B 011101011 u yu yuh yhu uu yuu yew y0u yuhh youh yhuu iget yoy yooh yuo yue juu dya youz yyou

C 11100101111001 w fo fa fr fro ov fer fir whit abou aft serie fore fah fuh w/her w/that fron isn agains

D 111101011000 facebook fb itunes myspace skype ebay tumblr bbm flickr aim msn netflix pandora

E1 0011001 tryna gon finna bouta trynna boutta gne fina gonn tryina fenna qone trynaa qon
E2 0011000 gonna gunna gona gna guna gnna ganna qonna gonnna gana qunna gonne goona

F 0110110111 soo sooo soooo sooooo soooooo sooooooo soooooooo sooooooooo soooooooooo

G1 11101011001010 ;) :p :-) xd ;-) ;d (; :3 ;p =p :-p =)) ;] xdd #gno xddd >:) ;-p >:d 8-) ;-d
G2 11101011001011 :) (: =) :)) :] :’) =] ^_^ :))) ^.^ [: ;)) ((: ^__^ (= ^-^ :))))
G3 1110101100111 :( :/ -_- -.- :-( :’( d: :| :s -__- =( =/ >.< -___- :-/ </3 :\ -____- ;( /: :(( >_< =[ :[ #fml
G4 111010110001 <3 xoxo <33 xo <333 #love s2 <URL-twitition.com> #neversaynever <3333

Figure 2: Example word clusters (HMM classes): we list the most probable words, starting with the most probable, in
descending order. Boldfaced words appear in the example tweet (Figure 1). The binary strings are root-to-leaf paths
through the binary cluster tree. For example usage, see e.g. search.twitter.com, bing.com/social and
urbandictionary.com.

3.1 Clustering Method

We obtained hierarchical word clusters via Brown
clustering (Brown et al., 1992) on a large set of
unlabeled tweets.4 The algorithm partitions words
into a base set of 1,000 clusters, and induces a hi-
erarchy among those 1,000 clusters with a series of
greedy agglomerative merges that heuristically opti-
mize the likelihood of a hidden Markov model with a
one-class-per-lexical-type constraint. Not only does
Brown clustering produce effective features for dis-
criminative models, but its variants are better unsu-
pervised POS taggers than some models developed
nearly 20 years later; see comparisons in Blunsom
and Cohn (2011). The algorithm is attractive for our
purposes since it scales to large amounts of data.

When training on tweets drawn from a single
day, we observed time-specific biases (e.g., nu-
merical dates appearing in the same cluster as the
word tonight), so we assembled our unlabeled data
from a random sample of 100,000 tweets per day
from September 10, 2008 to August 14, 2012,
and filtered out non-English tweets (about 60% of
the sample) using langid.py (Lui and Baldwin,
2012).5 Each tweet was processed with our to-

4As implemented by Liang (2005), v. 1.3: https://
github.com/percyliang/brown-cluster

5https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py

kenizer and lowercased. We normalized all at-
mentions to h@MENTIONi and URLs/email ad-
dresses to their domains (e.g. http://bit.ly/
dP8rR8 ) hURL-bit.lyi). In an effort to reduce
spam, we removed duplicated tweet texts (this also
removes retweets) before word clustering. This
normalization and cleaning resulted in 56 million
unique tweets (847 million tokens). We set the
clustering software’s count threshold to only cluster
words appearing 40 or more times, yielding 216,856
word types, which took 42 hours to cluster on a sin-
gle CPU.

3.2 Cluster Examples

Fig. 2 shows example clusters. Some of the chal-
lenging words in the example tweet (Fig. 1) are high-
lighted. The term lololol (an extension of lol for
“laughing out loud”) is grouped with a large number
of laughter acronyms (A1: “laughing my (fucking)
ass off,” “cracking the fuck up”). Since expressions
of laughter are so prevalent on Twitter, the algorithm
creates another laughter cluster (A1’s sibling A2),
that tends to have onomatopoeic, non-acronym vari-
ants (e.g., haha). The acronym ikr (“I know, right?”)
is grouped with expressive variations of “yes” and
“no” (A4). Note that A1–A4 are grouped in a fairly
specific subtree; and indeed, in this message ikr and
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through the binary cluster tree. For example usage, see e.g. search.twitter.com, bing.com/social and
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3.1 Clustering Method

We obtained hierarchical word clusters via Brown
clustering (Brown et al., 1992) on a large set of
unlabeled tweets.4 The algorithm partitions words
into a base set of 1,000 clusters, and induces a hi-
erarchy among those 1,000 clusters with a series of
greedy agglomerative merges that heuristically opti-
mize the likelihood of a hidden Markov model with a
one-class-per-lexical-type constraint. Not only does
Brown clustering produce effective features for dis-
criminative models, but its variants are better unsu-
pervised POS taggers than some models developed
nearly 20 years later; see comparisons in Blunsom
and Cohn (2011). The algorithm is attractive for our
purposes since it scales to large amounts of data.

When training on tweets drawn from a single
day, we observed time-specific biases (e.g., nu-
merical dates appearing in the same cluster as the
word tonight), so we assembled our unlabeled data
from a random sample of 100,000 tweets per day
from September 10, 2008 to August 14, 2012,
and filtered out non-English tweets (about 60% of
the sample) using langid.py (Lui and Baldwin,
2012).5 Each tweet was processed with our to-

4As implemented by Liang (2005), v. 1.3: https://
github.com/percyliang/brown-cluster
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kenizer and lowercased. We normalized all at-
mentions to h@MENTIONi and URLs/email ad-
dresses to their domains (e.g. http://bit.ly/
dP8rR8 ) hURL-bit.lyi). In an effort to reduce
spam, we removed duplicated tweet texts (this also
removes retweets) before word clustering. This
normalization and cleaning resulted in 56 million
unique tweets (847 million tokens). We set the
clustering software’s count threshold to only cluster
words appearing 40 or more times, yielding 216,856
word types, which took 42 hours to cluster on a sin-
gle CPU.

3.2 Cluster Examples

Fig. 2 shows example clusters. Some of the chal-
lenging words in the example tweet (Fig. 1) are high-
lighted. The term lololol (an extension of lol for
“laughing out loud”) is grouped with a large number
of laughter acronyms (A1: “laughing my (fucking)
ass off,” “cracking the fuck up”). Since expressions
of laughter are so prevalent on Twitter, the algorithm
creates another laughter cluster (A1’s sibling A2),
that tends to have onomatopoeic, non-acronym vari-
ants (e.g., haha). The acronym ikr (“I know, right?”)
is grouped with expressive variations of “yes” and
“no” (A4). Note that A1–A4 are grouped in a fairly
specific subtree; and indeed, in this message ikr and

Binary path Top words (by frequency)
A1 111010100010 lmao lmfao lmaoo lmaooo hahahahaha lool ctfu rofl loool lmfaoo lmfaooo lmaoooo lmbo lololol

A2 111010100011 haha hahaha hehe hahahaha hahah aha hehehe ahaha hah hahahah kk hahaa ahah
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A4 111010100101 yeah yea nah naw yeahh nooo yeh noo noooo yeaa ikr nvm yeahhh nahh nooooo
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B 011101011 u yu yuh yhu uu yuu yew y0u yuhh youh yhuu iget yoy yooh yuo yue juu dya youz yyou

C 11100101111001 w fo fa fr fro ov fer fir whit abou aft serie fore fah fuh w/her w/that fron isn agains

D 111101011000 facebook fb itunes myspace skype ebay tumblr bbm flickr aim msn netflix pandora

E1 0011001 tryna gon finna bouta trynna boutta gne fina gonn tryina fenna qone trynaa qon
E2 0011000 gonna gunna gona gna guna gnna ganna qonna gonnna gana qunna gonne goona
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G4 111010110001 <3 xoxo <33 xo <333 #love s2 <URL-twitition.com> #neversaynever <3333

Figure 2: Example word clusters (HMM classes): we list the most probable words, starting with the most probable, in
descending order. Boldfaced words appear in the example tweet (Figure 1). The binary strings are root-to-leaf paths
through the binary cluster tree. For example usage, see e.g. search.twitter.com, bing.com/social and
urbandictionary.com.

3.1 Clustering Method

We obtained hierarchical word clusters via Brown
clustering (Brown et al., 1992) on a large set of
unlabeled tweets.4 The algorithm partitions words
into a base set of 1,000 clusters, and induces a hi-
erarchy among those 1,000 clusters with a series of
greedy agglomerative merges that heuristically opti-
mize the likelihood of a hidden Markov model with a
one-class-per-lexical-type constraint. Not only does
Brown clustering produce effective features for dis-
criminative models, but its variants are better unsu-
pervised POS taggers than some models developed
nearly 20 years later; see comparisons in Blunsom
and Cohn (2011). The algorithm is attractive for our
purposes since it scales to large amounts of data.
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3.1 Clustering Method

We obtained hierarchical word clusters via Brown
clustering (Brown et al., 1992) on a large set of
unlabeled tweets.4 The algorithm partitions words
into a base set of 1,000 clusters, and induces a hi-
erarchy among those 1,000 clusters with a series of
greedy agglomerative merges that heuristically opti-
mize the likelihood of a hidden Markov model with a
one-class-per-lexical-type constraint. Not only does
Brown clustering produce effective features for dis-
criminative models, but its variants are better unsu-
pervised POS taggers than some models developed
nearly 20 years later; see comparisons in Blunsom
and Cohn (2011). The algorithm is attractive for our
purposes since it scales to large amounts of data.

When training on tweets drawn from a single
day, we observed time-specific biases (e.g., nu-
merical dates appearing in the same cluster as the
word tonight), so we assembled our unlabeled data
from a random sample of 100,000 tweets per day
from September 10, 2008 to August 14, 2012,
and filtered out non-English tweets (about 60% of
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2012).5 Each tweet was processed with our to-
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kenizer and lowercased. We normalized all at-
mentions to h@MENTIONi and URLs/email ad-
dresses to their domains (e.g. http://bit.ly/
dP8rR8 ) hURL-bit.lyi). In an effort to reduce
spam, we removed duplicated tweet texts (this also
removes retweets) before word clustering. This
normalization and cleaning resulted in 56 million
unique tweets (847 million tokens). We set the
clustering software’s count threshold to only cluster
words appearing 40 or more times, yielding 216,856
word types, which took 42 hours to cluster on a sin-
gle CPU.

3.2 Cluster Examples

Fig. 2 shows example clusters. Some of the chal-
lenging words in the example tweet (Fig. 1) are high-
lighted. The term lololol (an extension of lol for
“laughing out loud”) is grouped with a large number
of laughter acronyms (A1: “laughing my (fucking)
ass off,” “cracking the fuck up”). Since expressions
of laughter are so prevalent on Twitter, the algorithm
creates another laughter cluster (A1’s sibling A2),
that tends to have onomatopoeic, non-acronym vari-
ants (e.g., haha). The acronym ikr (“I know, right?”)
is grouped with expressive variations of “yes” and
“no” (A4). Note that A1–A4 are grouped in a fairly
specific subtree; and indeed, in this message ikr and

“non-standard 
prepositions”

“interjections”

“online service 
names”

“hashtag-y 
interjections”??

NLP on social media’s own terms
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What does it learn?

• Orthographic normalizations

13

soo sooo soooo sooooo soooooo sooooooo soooooooo sooooooooo soooooooooo 
sooooooooooo soooooooooooo sooooooooooooo soso soooooooooooooo 
sooooooooooooooo soooooooooooooooo sososo superrr sooooooooooooooooo ssooo 
so0o superrrr so0 soooooooooooooooooo sosososo sooooooooooooooooooo ssoo 
sssooo soooooooooooooooooooo #too s0o ssoooo s00 sooooooooooooooooooooo 
so0o0o sososososo soooooooooooooooooooooo sssoooo ssooooo superrrrr very2 
s000 soooooooooooooooooooooooo sooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
sooooooooooooooooooooooo _so_ soooooooooooooooooooooooooo /so/ sssooooo 
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so s0 -so so- $o /so //so
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• Emoticons etc.
(Clusters/tagger useful for sentiment analysis: NRC-Canada SemEval 2013, 2014)
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Subject-AuxVerb constructs

15

i'd you'd we'd he'd they'd she'd who'd i’d u'd youd you’d iwould theyd 
icould we’d i`d #whydopeople he’d i´d #iusedto they’d i'ld she’d 
#iwantsomeonewhowill i'de imust a:i'd you`d yu'd icud l'd

you'll we'll it'll he'll they'll she'll it'd that'll u'll that'd youll ull you’ll itll 
there'll we’ll itd there'd theyll this'll thatd thatll they’ll didja he’ll it’ll 
yu'll she’ll youl you`ll you'l you´ll yull u'l it'l we´ll we`ll didya that’ll 
it’d he'l shit'll they'l theyl she'l everything'll he`ll things'll u’ll this'd

i'll i’ll i'l i`ll i´ll i'lll l'll i\'ll i''ll -i'll /must @pretweeting she`ll

ill ima imma i'ma i'mma ican iwanna umma imaa #imthetypeto iwill 
amma #menshouldnever igotta #whywouldyou #iwishicould 
#sometimesyouhaveto #thoushallnot #ihatewhenpeople illl 
#thingspeopleshouldnotdo #howdareyou #thingsgirlswantboystodo 
im'a #womenshouldnever #thingsblackgirlsdo immma iima 
#ireallyhatewhenpeople ishould #thingspeopleshouldntdo #irefuseto itl 
#howtospoilahoodrat iwont imight #thingsweusedtodoaskids ineeda 
#thingswhitepeopledo we'l #whycantyoujust #whydogirls 
#everymanshouldknowhowto #ushouldnt #howtopissyourgirloff 
#amanshouldnot #uwannaimpressme #realfriendsdont immaa 
#ilovewhenyou

[Mixed]

[Contraction 
splitting?]
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Clusters help POS tagging
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94

no-clusters,-tagdict,-namelist

just-clusters-and-transitions

no-clusters

no-tagdict,-namelist

all

Test set accuracy
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94

words

just3clusters

words+dicts

words+clusters

words+clusters+dicts

“words”: all 
handcrafted 

features

• A little annotation + lots of data

• Unsupervised word representation learning 
(clusters, embeddings) is a crucial technique in 
NLP
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• Where do nonstandard terms come from?

17
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https://twitter.com/search?q=imma&src=typd&vertical=default&f=tweets
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https://twitter.com/search?q=imma&src=typd&vertical=default&f=tweets
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TextGenerator(SocialAttributes)  →  Text

Society (SocialAttributes) Writing (TextGenerator) Text Data  (Text)
Data

generation
process

Inferences 
from text

2. Infer: social determinants of language use
e.g. bias, influence...

P(Generator | Text, SocialAttributes)

1. Infer: attributes of society (language for measurement)
e.g. opinion, communities, events...
P(SocialAttributes | Text, Generator)

What to analyze:

Social phenomena in social media 
datasets

• Political speech under 
Chinese censorship

• Events in international 
relations

• Social factors in language use

How to analyze:

NLP capabilities we need to do 
these better

• Part of speech tagging

• Entity extraction

• Syntactic, semantic parsing

What social bias exists in NLP models?
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TextGenerator(SocialAttributes)  →  Text

Society (SocialAttributes) Writing (TextGenerator) Text Data  (Text)
Data

generation
process

Inferences 
from text

2. Infer: social determinants of language use
e.g. bias, influence...

P(Generator | Text, SocialAttributes)

1. Infer: attributes of society (language for measurement)
e.g. opinion, communities, events...
P(SocialAttributes | Text, Generator)

What to analyze:

Social phenomena in social media 
datasets

• Political speech under 
Chinese censorship

• Events in international 
relations

• Social factors in language use

How to analyze:

NLP capabilities we need to do 
these better

• Part of speech tagging

• Entity extraction

• Syntactic, semantic parsing

What social bias exists in NLP models?

Demographic Dialectal Variation in Social Media:
A Case Study of African-American English

Su Lin Blodgett Lisa Green Brendan O’Connor

EMNLP 2016
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Motivation - dialects on social media 

1 

Dialect
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Motivation - dialects on social media 

1 

Dialect

Motivation - dialects on social media 

2 

SAE: 
he is woke af 
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Why is social media different?
• Internet speech?

• Pre-existing dialectal English?

• Geographic patterns of word usage often reveal relationships to race, 
ethnicity etc.

• African-American English in Twitter
[Eisenstein 2013, Jorgensen et al. 2015, Jones 2015]

22
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• From U.S. Census data and geo-located tweets: 
identify demographic-specific terms and 
messages via probabilistic model

• Validate African-American-associated corpus 
against linguistics literature on African-American 
English

• Investigate racial disparities in natural language 
processing tools

24
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Associating geolocated tweets with demographics 
 

12 
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Associating geolocated tweets with demographics 
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block group 010730039001 block group 010730058003 
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Black Asian Hispanic White
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Mixed membership model 
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Mixed membership model 

17 
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θmsg ~ Dir(απ) 
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Mixed membership model 
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Mixed membership model 
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Mixed membership model 

20 

m1 m2 
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Mixed membership model 

21 

Word AA Asian Hisp. White 

woke 1 0 0 0 

af 6 0 0 0 

educated 0 0 0 1 

… 

m1 m2 
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Mixed membership model 

22 

Word AA Asian Hisp. White 

woke 1 0 0 0 

af 6 0 0 0 

educated 0 0 0 1 

… 

m1 m2 

Message AA Asian Hisp. White 

m1 7 0 0 2 

m2 2 0 1 1 
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Mixed membership model 

23 

Word AA Asian Hisp. White 

woke 1 0 0 0 

af 6 0 0 0 

educated 0 0 0 1 

… 

m1 m2 

User AA Asian Hisp. White 

u1 9 0 1 3 

Message AA Asian Hisp. White 

m1 7 0 0 2 

m2 2 0 1 1 
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Corpus creation and linguistic validation 

•  Beyond unigrams: creation of user-level topic-aligned corpora 

 

24 
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Corpus creation and linguistic validation 

•  Beyond unigrams: creation of user-level topic-aligned corpora 

•  How do we linguistically validate them? 

•  Lexicon 

•  Phonology (Jones, Jorgensen et al.) 

•  Syntax (Stewart) 

25 
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Lexical analysis 

•  For every word in vocabulary w and topic k, calculate 

•  Examine w where rAA(w) ≥ 2, rwhite(w) ≥ 2: AA- and white-
aligned words 

26 
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Lexical analysis 

•  For every word in vocabulary w and topic k, calculate 

•  Examine w where rAA(w) ≥ 2, rwhite(w) ≥ 2: AA- and white-
aligned words 

•  79% of AA-aligned words, 58% of white-aligned words not in a 
standard English dictionary 

27 
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Phonological analysis 

•  Calculate rAA(w) for 31 phonological variants illustrated through 
nonstandard spellings 

28 
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Phonological analysis 

•  Calculate rAA(w) for 31 phonological variants illustrated through 
nonstandard spellings 

•  For 30/31 variants: r ≥ 1 

29 
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Syntactic analysis 

•  Select 3 well-known AAE verbal markers 

•  Search for sequences of unigrams and POS tags 

30 
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Syntactic analysis 

31 

Posterior proportion of AA topic 

Proportion of tweets 
with construction 
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Historical vs. Online?

45

Input dey b’longs to dat gent’man ahaid
CoreNLP dey/NN(PRP) b/NN(VBZ) ’/Punct longs/NNS(VBZ) to/TO

dat/VB(DT) gent/JJ ’/Punct man/NN ahaid/VBN(RB)
ARK dey/Pro b’longs/Verb to/Prep dat/Det gent’man/Noun ahaid/Adv

Figure 9: Social media NLP inferences for a sentence from Elizabeth Waties Allston Pringle, 1914, “A
Woman Rice Planter,” from the First-Person Narratives of the American South Collection. Red tags are incorrect
predictions from the tagger; correct tags in blue. ARK uses a coarsened tagset while CoreNLP uses the
Penn Treebank tagset (its errors would still occur under coarsening). Bold terms are African-American
associated terms according to our social media demographics model (P(w|AA)/P(w|wh) > 10).

to-white ratio in Blodgett et al. (2016) (39, 76, and 3692 respectively). It will be important to incorporate
word representations, though Kong et al. (2014) found these clusters did not help in their Twitter parsing
setting.

To construct a better parser, we will train word embeddings on an unlabeled Twitter corpus and
use them in a neural network shift-reduce dependency parsing framework; for example, by taking the
approach in Chen and Manning (2014) or Andor et al. (2016), both of which initialize word representations
from pre-trained word embeddings before conducting parameter learning from training on annotated
data. In this approach, our new embeddings can be swapped in to pre-existing learning implementations
of these parsers. Embeddings will be learned through skip-gram negative sampling (word2vec: Mikolov
et al., 2013; Mikolov and Dean, 2013), which Levy et al. (2015)’s analysis concludes is a “robust baseline”
and fast to train, which is crucial for running on, ideally, hundreds of millions of messages;6 Bansal et al.
(2014) report performance numbers that imply it can be trained on 100 million tweets in two days.

We will investigate variations in incorporating pretrained embeddings into the parsing model; for
example, a potential issue in Chen and Manning (2014) and Andor et al. (2016)’s approach is that words
in the training data have their embeddings updated, while words not in the training data stay at their
original positions. A possible solution is to add a distance-preserving penalty among word pairs within
local neighborhoods so that OOV terms have their embeddings updated as well.

While much previous work has examined different word embedding training methods, very little
has examined how to construct or better use their training data. We will develop methods for training
word embeddings across heterogeneous syntax-unlabeled, but metadata-labeled text. For example, with
the inferences from Blodgett et al. (2016)’s model, we could pursue demographically weighted training to
emphasize the language of minorities, which could yield better semantic representations for their lan-
guage. Another possibility is metadata-infused training, augmenting the skip-gram model to contextual
demographics or geography variables to shift a word’s sense. Bamman et al. (2014) used this approach
for the metadata indicator of which U.S. state a tweet was sent from, to learn geographically-specific
word senses; with our Census-based demographic indicators, we may be able to additionally learn AAE-
specific or other dialect-specific semantic representations, and be able to evaluate them in the context of
dependency parsing and POS tagging. Another possibility is to train multiple models for different de-
mographics, or softly tie them together with regularization towards a shared global representation, in the
style of hierarchical domain adaptation (Finkel and Manning, 2009).

Finally, domain adaptation methods for the supervised parser training can help use pre-existing
news and web treebanks. We will try a baseline of training a single model with a weighted joint objective
including news/web data as a small part of the training loss alongside the Twitter data, and then relaxing
the single model to allow softly tied, different parameters for each domain.

3.4 Historical texts
Another important question for online language is, to what extent is nonstandard language specific to
internet/texting genres, versus long-standing linguistic features? For example, our analysis finds many
heavy-AA abbreviated shortenings (e.g. af, smh, lmao) which are specific to online language. But the

6This is available from our archive of 75 billion publicly posted Twitter messages from the Gardenhose/Decahose stream, from
which we have drawn the corpora used in prior work.
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Input dey b’longs to dat gent’man ahaid
CoreNLP dey/NN(PRP) b/NN(VBZ) ’/Punct longs/NNS(VBZ) to/TO

dat/VB(DT) gent/JJ ’/Punct man/NN ahaid/VBN(RB)
ARK dey/Pro b’longs/Verb to/Prep dat/Det gent’man/Noun ahaid/Adv

Figure 9: Social media NLP inferences for a sentence from Elizabeth Waties Allston Pringle, 1914, “A
Woman Rice Planter,” from the First-Person Narratives of the American South Collection. Red tags are incorrect
predictions from the tagger; correct tags in blue. ARK uses a coarsened tagset while CoreNLP uses the
Penn Treebank tagset (its errors would still occur under coarsening). Bold terms are African-American
associated terms according to our social media demographics model (P(w|AA)/P(w|wh) > 10).

to-white ratio in Blodgett et al. (2016) (39, 76, and 3692 respectively). It will be important to incorporate
word representations, though Kong et al. (2014) found these clusters did not help in their Twitter parsing
setting.

To construct a better parser, we will train word embeddings on an unlabeled Twitter corpus and
use them in a neural network shift-reduce dependency parsing framework; for example, by taking the
approach in Chen and Manning (2014) or Andor et al. (2016), both of which initialize word representations
from pre-trained word embeddings before conducting parameter learning from training on annotated
data. In this approach, our new embeddings can be swapped in to pre-existing learning implementations
of these parsers. Embeddings will be learned through skip-gram negative sampling (word2vec: Mikolov
et al., 2013; Mikolov and Dean, 2013), which Levy et al. (2015)’s analysis concludes is a “robust baseline”
and fast to train, which is crucial for running on, ideally, hundreds of millions of messages;6 Bansal et al.
(2014) report performance numbers that imply it can be trained on 100 million tweets in two days.

We will investigate variations in incorporating pretrained embeddings into the parsing model; for
example, a potential issue in Chen and Manning (2014) and Andor et al. (2016)’s approach is that words
in the training data have their embeddings updated, while words not in the training data stay at their
original positions. A possible solution is to add a distance-preserving penalty among word pairs within
local neighborhoods so that OOV terms have their embeddings updated as well.

While much previous work has examined different word embedding training methods, very little
has examined how to construct or better use their training data. We will develop methods for training
word embeddings across heterogeneous syntax-unlabeled, but metadata-labeled text. For example, with
the inferences from Blodgett et al. (2016)’s model, we could pursue demographically weighted training to
emphasize the language of minorities, which could yield better semantic representations for their lan-
guage. Another possibility is metadata-infused training, augmenting the skip-gram model to contextual
demographics or geography variables to shift a word’s sense. Bamman et al. (2014) used this approach
for the metadata indicator of which U.S. state a tweet was sent from, to learn geographically-specific
word senses; with our Census-based demographic indicators, we may be able to additionally learn AAE-
specific or other dialect-specific semantic representations, and be able to evaluate them in the context of
dependency parsing and POS tagging. Another possibility is to train multiple models for different de-
mographics, or softly tie them together with regularization towards a shared global representation, in the
style of hierarchical domain adaptation (Finkel and Manning, 2009).

Finally, domain adaptation methods for the supervised parser training can help use pre-existing
news and web treebanks. We will try a baseline of training a single model with a weighted joint objective
including news/web data as a small part of the training loss alongside the Twitter data, and then relaxing
the single model to allow softly tied, different parameters for each domain.

3.4 Historical texts
Another important question for online language is, to what extent is nonstandard language specific to
internet/texting genres, versus long-standing linguistic features? For example, our analysis finds many
heavy-AA abbreviated shortenings (e.g. af, smh, lmao) which are specific to online language. But the
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Examining NLP tools - dependency parsing 
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Examining NLP tools - language identification 

•  Language identification - key step in NLP pipelines 
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Examining NLP tools - language identification 
 
 •  Solution: build ensemble classifier to augment langid.py 

•  Given a message, classifier: 

•  Calculates langid.py’s prediction 
•  If prediction is English, return English 
•  If not English, return English if our model’s 

 (AA + white + Hispanic) posterior probabilities ≥ 0.9 
•  Otherwise, return langid.py’s prediction 
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Examining NLP tools - language identification 

Imputed recall of English messages for 
2014 messages 
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•  Solution: build ensemble classifier to augment langid.py 
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Conclusions 

•  Develop a model leveraging demographic correlations to 
generate dialectal corpora 

•  Corpus reproduces well-known dialectal phenomena 

•  Demonstrate disparity in performance by two kinds of NLP tools 

•  Provide ensemble classifier augmenting existing tools with our 
model 
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NLP and social bias

• Natural language processing (NLP) resources are typically 
designed for standard English or other major languages

• But non-standard languages correlates with social 
background

• How do social confounds affect other language technologies?

• Sentiment measurement? Political science? Digital 
humanities?

• Search? Translation? 

• How to adapt NLP systems

• Online data from social processes reproduces social 
phenomena, and algorithms re-learn it
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